Abstract. Ballistic Missile (BM) threat assessment is the chief problem of Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS) assistant decision-making. Firstly, the BM threat assessment model is constructed through qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis on threat assessment indexes influencing the threat assessment degree; then Improved Clonal Selection Algorithm Optimizing Neural Network (ICLONALG-NN) is designed to solve the model through introducing crossover operator and population update operator into traditional CLONALG to optimize Neural Network parameters. Experimental simulation confirms the superiority and practicability of assistant decision-making model solved by ICLONALG-NN.
Introduction
BM threat assessment is the chief problem of Ballistic Missile Defense System assistant decision-making against plentiful BMs attacking [1] [2] , mainly calculating the BM threat degree and clarifying the BM threat queue according to some threat assessment principles. Related references on the BM threat assessment is relatively rare, most references locate their research on air defense [3] [4] [5] , some BM threat assessment models [6] [7] [8] are constructed considering that defense objects is independent to BMDS and the models have some defect in the following target assignment and multi interception systems collaborative intercepting decision-making. Here BM threat assessment model with self-determination and intellectualization is constructed, whose aims are to provide scientific references to BMDS operational decision-making from the view of enhancing integrative operational efficiency.
The remaining text in this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 gives a detailed analysis on BM threat assessment model and quantitative inputs, outputs; in Section 3, we develop ICLONALG-NN to solve threat assessment model and give the particular steps of ICLONALG-NN executing process; in Section 4, experiment tests performance comparisons of ICLONALG-NN with CLONALG-NN on training samples and testing samples; in Section 5, we conclude that ICLONALG-NN is a competitive tool for some engineering problems and future research directions.
BM Threat Assessment Model
Analysis on BM Threat Assessment BM could attack from multi directions different in range, warhead and other aspects. BMDS mainly including PC-3,Terminal High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD), Sea-based/Land-based Aegis and Ground-based Midcourse Defense (GMD) [9] [10] [11] , will launch interception missiles against BM through threat assessment, target assignment, collaborative intercepting and killing evaluation process. BM threat assessment on some BMs is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . BM threat assessment time is very limited for BM high speed, which requires BM threat assessment with self-determination and intellectualization to save time for the following interception. And BM threat assessment frame is demonstrated in Fig. 2 .
Where defense object includes object type, quantity and defense grade; database stores the space distributing, potential killing capability information and domain expert experience knowledge; intelligence information includes customizing type, launching area and launching direction; radar information includes movement state, electromagnetism characteristic; threat assessment model and algorithm could assess threat of BM to defense object at the particular time according to some fusing, decision-making and reasoning principles which are the main in the following Sections. 
Modeling on BM Threat Assessment
The following operational process after threat assessment including target assignment and multi interception systems collaborative intercepting, usually enjoy operational preparedness beforehand, there threat assessment grade should be calculated. Here three threat assessment grades are calculated combing of "five collaborative operational validity principles" of THAAD and PAC-3 proposed by American army and customizing ideas proposed by domain experts. Three threat assessment grades are demonstrated in Table 1 . Then some decision-making indexes are selected according to comprehensive, pertinent and comparable principles. Firstly, three indexes including range, penetration capability and arriving time, are selected, which describe BM threat from different sides. Secondly, the index distance from BM falling point is used to decide different collaborative intercepting strategy when the distance from BM falling point is different. BM threat assessment model takes range, penetration capability, arriving time, distance from BM falling point as inputs and takes BM threat assessment grade as outputs. Furthermore, the measures to solve BM threat assessment model can been seen in the following Sections.
Quantitative Inputs and Outputs
(1) quantitative inputs Range: particular early-warming information includes BM range information and the range is restricted below 3000 kilometer for the limited capability of BMDS at present or in the near future.
Penetration capability: penetration capability is an index measuring the warhead capability of penetrating BMDS anti-block area without scathe and penetration capability is lead by warhead maneuverability, electromagnetism interference and some fake warhead and otherwise ways and means. Penetration capability
can been acquired from integrating intelligence and early-warming information.
Arriving time: arriving time is the time interval between time of BMDS receiving BM early-warming and time of BM falling point. The more the arriving time t is, the larger threat degree of warhead to defense object is and vice versa.
Distance from BM falling point: the distance h from defense object to BM falling point reflects shoot precision. The smaller h is, the higher threat degree is, the higher collaborative intercepting grade is and vice versa.
(2) quantitative outputs Model outputs results will select particular collaborative intercepting grade and one vector
, , L l l l  is taken to describe collaborative intercepting grade, which is defined in Equation (1) as follows:
1, threat assessment degree is Grade 1, 2,3 0, threat assessment degree is not Grade
Where 1 l , 2 l and 3 l subject to
is threat assessment Grade 2.
Designing ICLONALG-NN to Solve Threat Assessment Model

ICLONALG-NN
The complex nonlinear optimization relation between every evaluate index and collaborative intercepting grade could be described by ICLONALG-NN, whose enjoys super nonlinear management capability with precision and speediness, which will have applausive applications in multi-input and multi-output terminal anti-missile collaborative intercepting assistant decision-making model.
Furthermore, the basic model solving method is designed as follows:
(1) construct terminal anti-missile collaborative intercepting assistant decision-making model taking evaluate indexes as inputs and taking collaborative intercepting grade as outputs;
(2) design executing steps of ICLONALG-NN; (3) train and test the ICLONALG-NN with samples.
Here BP Neural Network is adopt in ICLONALG-NN and takes four indexes including range, penetration capability, arriving time and distance from BM falling point as inputs, collaborative intercepting grade including Grade 1, Grade 2 and Grade 3 as outputs. Furthermore, BP Neural Network has single hidden network, the neuron number is set to be 9 according to " 2 1 N  " method proposed by Hecht-Nielsen [12] and transferring function is Sigmoid function in every neuron. Therefore topology structure 4-9-3 BP Neural Network with 4 inputs, 9 hidden layers and 3 outputs is demonstrated in Fig 4. And the BP Neural Network parameters include 1 w , 2 w and 1 b , 2 b , which are weight from input layer to hidden layers, from hidden layers to output layer and every neuron threshold of hidden layer, output layer respectively, which could be optimized by ICLONALG. Slow convergence phenomenon often appears during training Neural Network with traditional gradient descent algorithm. Clonal Selection Algorithm (CLONALG) [13] [14] [15] is a optimization algorithm with distinguish, self-adjust and immune memory capability inspired from immune phenomenon that antibody in biological immune system eliminates invading antigen. Improved Clonal Selection Algorithm (ICLONALG) introduces crossover operator to increase population diversity and introduces modified combination operator to make use of information before crossover and mutation, therefore ICLONALG is proposed to optimize Neural Network leading to the birth of ICLONALG-NN model.
Here, objective function E is considered as antigen in ICLONALG and full Neural Network parameters are considered as antibody in ICLONALG, the optimization process is searching the best objective function   f  through eliminating invading antigen and producing antibody with high affinity through selecting and other immune operator.
ICLONALG-NN Executing Process
The network parameters need to be optimized are   
, , , 
, , W W W B
 are coded in floating-point format, which reflects the corresponding problem space, therefore antibody population P is initialized with population scale pop .
Step2: calculating fitness  
Fit j fitness
 
Fit j is set to reciprocal of objective function j E according to Equation (2) and Equation
Where j is the j th individual in population, k i y and ˆk i y is the expectation outputs and practical outputs in k th training mode respectively; m is the number of neuron in output layer; T is the number of training samples.
Step3: producing memory population Memory population M is produced through selecting the best m pop antibodies from antibody population P according to their fitness.
Step4: clone operator Population C is produced through cloning memory population M . The higher the antibody fitness, the more cloning antibody population, the proportional cloning operator is in Equation (4) .
Where clone is the antibody population cloning scale, Step5: crossover operator: population c C is produced from population C through crossover operator.
Select crossover point randomly in every antibody and set variable x and '
x as before and after crossover operator, which are produced through linear crossover in Equation (5) .
Where
is a random number.
Step6: mutation operator: population m C is produced from population C through mutation operator.
Select mutation point randomly in every antibody and set variable x and '
x as before and after mutation operator, which are produced through nonuniformity mutation in Equation (6) and Equation (7).
Where  is calculating variable function, y is the distance from x to lower or upper bounds, c g is evolution iteration at present, T is the maximum iteration, r is the coefficient with an nonuniformity adjusting function. The larger evolution iteration is, the larger probability   (8) to make full use of antibody information before crossover operator, mutation operator and inject new antibody information into population.
, , ,
Firstly produce antibody population ' P by selecting pop antibodies from population new C according to their fitness ,then produce antibody population P by replacing the lowest fitness antibodies in population ' P with population D , which is produced randomly with population scale d . Step8: repetition Repeat Step3~ Step7 until the maximum iteration T .
Analysis on Simulation Results
BM threat assessment data information provided by BM threat assessment domain expert is considered as training samples and testing samples. Three group row data are testing samples including data from row No.30 to row No.32, the other row group data are training samples in Table 2 . ICLONALG-NN, CLONALG-NN, NN are adopt to solve the problem and the network parameters are set as follows: 300
Firstly, the network input data is in normalization processing according to Equation (9) . 
Where ij I is the input data in Table 1 , i is row serial number, j is column serial number, max j I  , min j I  are the maximum and minimum of the j th column data respectively. Then, train the Neural Network with the data in Table 1 Global network error comparision of ICLONALG-NN and CLONALG-NN could be found in upper subfigure in Fig.6 , the network error comparision in first half of training process and afternoon training process are demonstrated in lower left subfigure and lower right subfigure respectively. The convergence speed of ICLONALG-NN is faster than that of CLONALG-NN, for that ICLONALG-NN already appears convergence before 50 iterations while CLONALG-NN almost appears convergence after 200 iterations. In addition, the global network error precision of ICLONALG-NN almost reach 6 
10
 while that of CLONALG-NN could reach just 2 
 , therefore, the optimization capability of ICLONALG is obviously higher than that of CLONALG. The experimental results confirms the higher optimization capability of ICLONALG than that of CLONALG, for that ICLONALG amends the defect of lower local optimization capability and prematurity convergence through the modified crossover operator, modified mutation operator and modified population update operator, leading to improve optimization capability. Furthermore, testing results of ICLONALG-NN with training samples and testing samples confirm the consistency between expectation outputs and practical outputs with minimum network error.
In conclusion, the response speed and the evaluation precision of ICLONALG-NN are better than that of CLONALG-NN, the trained ICLONALG-NN could better reflect the correlativity between input samples and output samples, which has enjoyed applausive application in BM threat assessment model.
Conclusion
BM threat assessment model is constructed and ICLONALG-NN is proposed to solve the model. Crossover operator and population update operator are introduced into ICLONALG to produce antibodies with high affinity in large probability. Then experiment results demonstrate algorithm remarkable effectiveness in the application. In order to promote the development on the theory and application of BM threat assessment model solved by ICLONALG-NN, our future research will focus on the two points below.
(1) The basic theory of the ICLONALG-NN. Biology immune theory and Neural Network theory should be explored at length to enhance the optimization capability, in addition, control parameters play significant in algorithm performance, therefore, relative research should be carried on through theoretical analysis and experiments.
(2) ICLONALG-NN application in classification. Apply ICLONALG-NN to some engineering problems including pattern recognition, threat assessment, cluster analysis.
